Life at The Top – Chapter 1643
Although most of these remarks were official diplomatic expressions, they were not without value. Even
though Sentel Corporation held an extraordinary position in Coreana, one could imagine how tough the
attitude of the head of Coreana’s foreign affairs department was just now since Emil was personally saying
such a thing in front of the world.

“I didn’t expect Coreana to be the first to respond.”

Zachary looked at the serious Emil on the television screen and could not help but smile.

The old master thought for a while and said, “This fits the style of that old fox.”

“They probably already got the news first hand. After all, Sentel Corporation knows more about Sunrise Land
than we do.”

“Dad, how do we deal with this matter?” Zachary asked.

The old master said slowly, “Do what you should do and follow Swallow Capital’s lead. We can’t
procrastinate, so hurry up and get it done.”

“Okay.”

The people did not get the official statements from Somerland or Sunrise Land, but instead, got Coreana’s
stern and formal statement. What happened next was far beyond everyone’s expectations.

First, the Eastern Capital Metropolitan Police Department held a press conference to characterize the attack
this time as an unexpected incident and also stated that the criminals were anti-social criminals from an
unknown country. They were killing people randomly and were not specifically targeting foreigners.

At the same time, the head of the Eastern Capital Metropolitan Police Department stated that three criminals
have been caught and the case would be solved soon.

At around the same time, the Laws from Harbor City in Somerland suddenly made an announcement shortly
after the Eastern Capital Metropolitan Police Department made this statement.

“In order to protect the safety of ships belonging to the Laws on the high seas, several ships with certain armed
forces have been leased to enter the high seas to carry out specific missions. This has been officially
recognized by Somerland.”

Coreana followed this up by immediately stating that if their neighboring companies or merchant ships needed
it, they would provide all possible conveniences to help them perform their tasks.

Not only that, the Laws would send a professional medical team of 20 people to Eastern Capital to treat the
innocent civilians injured in the attack.

Even though they said this, anyone with a discerning eye knew that this team of some of the top authoritative
medical experts in Somerland were only going there for one person.

Under the eager expectation of countless people, Somerland diplomatic officials soon also held a press
conference. The content of the reception was brief, but the core meaning was very clear.

Somerland would resolutely protect the personal safety of any laws and regulations abiding compatriot abroad.
They would not tolerate any criminals threatening the safety of the people of Somerland.

On the same day, the ambassador of Somerland in Sunrise Land held an emergency consultation with the
highest ranking individual in Sunrise Land’s foreign affairs department.

At the core of all these storms was only one person, and that was Jasper.

When Jasper opened his eyes, he saw nothing but white. His head was throbbing, and his consciousness
seemed to be stuck at the moment of the explosion and the fire.

“You‘re awake.”

The nurse’s authentic Somerish made Jasper feel more cordial.

“Where am I?” Jasper asked.

When he opened his mouth, he realized that his voice was hoarse and his throat was dry as if there was sand
in his throat.

